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Functional Drinks and Plant Based Beverages

• Functional Drinks will reach $93.68 billion in 2019, progressing at 6.1% growth.

• Almond/Soy/Coconut/Rice Plant-Based Beverages Market is growing at 12% rate, 

projected to $19.67 billion by 2023.  

– Asia Pacific currently represents the largest share of plant-based beverages.

• The global legal cannabis market to grow 34.6% annually to $146.4 billion by 2025.

– North America is the largest market for legal cannabis and its products.

– Cannabis beverages alone could reach $600 million in the next four years in the U.S.
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My Inspiration for Innovation
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A Little Help From My Friends



“From Vine to Table”
A delicious and naturally flavored heart-healthy water with the antioxidants from red wine 



Benefits in the Bottle

• VitaRes antioxidant blend

• 10x more resveratrol than a glass of red wine

• Bio-Available

• Naturally sweetened

• No sugar, calories, or alcohol

• No wine taste





Coming Soon



At the Intersection of Four Market Trends

Red Wine

Bottled Water growing at 7.4% CAGR to 215 billion by 2025

Wine sales growing in the U.S for 27 straight years,  currently at $71 

billion, led by red wines

Anti-Aging market growth rate of 7.8%, projected to $191.7 billion in 2019

Functional Drinks reach $93.68 billion globally in 2019, with 6.1% growth.

.



A Vineyard Enriched F&B Category



The Plant Getting All the Attention These Days





Upcycling A Powerful & Abundant Antioxidant



The Post Card

We romanticize the grape 

vineyards and winemaking process



The Back of the Post Card

But every bottle of wine made produces two bottles of un-used byproducts.



This Is Where Most Wine Pomace Goes
But it’s loaded with good stuff.



Sustainability & Upcycling

Napa Hills is addressing the 

environmental impact of wine 

production with a new path from 

recycle to revenue.

Numerous studies show that 

younger consumers will happily 

pay more for sustainably 

sourced products.



Our Ingredient



VitaRes Applications



Function vs. Perception



Consumers Are Thirsty 
for New, Healthy, 
Delicious Food and 
Drinks

But Getting All Three  
into One Beverage is 
Tricky!



Function vs. Perception



Guideposts for Functional Beverage Innovation

❑ Hot fill requires functionality to be replaced or lost.

❑ Cold fill with preservatives can deliver benefits but lose natural channel retailers.

❑ Bio-availabilty requires water-soluable delivery to the body.

❑ Carbonation reduces hydration.

❑ Functionality should overcompensate for acidity.

❑ Beware of trade-offs.



Trends We’re Watching



Bioplastics

• 40% of the 300 million metric tons of plastic 

produced annually is for packaging.

• Made of renewable materials like starch, vegetable 

oils and celluose, there is a new urgency and 

investment in next generation bioplastics.

• Current $28 billion worldwide market expected to 

rise to $300 billion in ten years



Reusable Packaging

• How will the drive towards sustainable 

packaging impact the beverage sector, and the 

ability for smaller brands to succeed at scale?

• What are the related F&B safety issues?



Smart Labels

• Near field communication, e-labels and smart 

labels will drive a revolution in product 

information and transparency



Thank You


